
A Message from Dr Dowling - Senior Partner

In July I will have worked as a GP for 25 years. Lots has changed for GPs in that
�me, but the biggest change took place a year ago when, within a week, we went
from the tried & tested face to face morning, a�ernoon (and evening) surgeries
to almost all pa�ent contacts being by phone and text.

Has this been a good thing?
For us GPs (and our staff) it has been mixed, but
yes broadly speaking the change has worked. For
ages we have tried to find ways to start
consulta�ons on the front foot, so we can deal
with your problems efficiently. As pa�ents have
become more complicated and con�nuity of care
has been harder to provide we would spend a lot
of consulta�on �me trying to put symptoms into
clinical context. Our on line triage facility now
means we can do the background reading before

talking to you, which believe me is more likely to result in a good treatment plan.
We can also be more flexible, moving pa�ents up and down the list according to
urgency, and without the inconvenience of you (and us) having to work around
fixed appointments. We also have the flexibility of giving you more or less �me
according to your needs, rather than the one size fits all 15 minute slot.

We know that many people want to see their GP face to face. We worry that not
doing so will mean our diagnoses won’t be as accurate as before, and we also
worry that you will no longer know who we are when we telephone you!

Nothing is permanent except change said a wise Greek Philosopher. As GPs we
have been happy to change and think on balance the new system is be�er. I am
sure once we emerge from lock down that we will see pa�ents face to face
more o�en, but the flexibility this new system offers you and us is such a great
opportunity.

We hope you will make the best use of it as we really believe that it offers a
be�er Primary Care service.

Thank You. Dr T I Dowling


